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ITALY DEPARTURE RETURN

Alessandria friday saturday

Livorno friday saturday

Travelling to start your 
holiday!
•   No traffic-jams!  

Quickly and safely to your destination

•   Choice of sleeping accommodation

•  All compartment meals included 

•   Overnight travel gives you extra days  

at your resort

•  Attractive fares and promotions!

•   Savings in fuel, toll, and en route  

accommodation

•  Unlimited luggage in your car

•  Great comfort standards onboard
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YOUr hOlidAYS STArT iN deN BOSCh.
Your car train departs from a railway station near the city centre of Den Bosch.  
A unique opportunity to start your holidays while you are fully relaxed.  
After checking in at the railway station and driving your vehicle onto the train,  
you may wish to leave your hand luggage in a security locker.  In most cases,  
you will have plenty of time to explore the city of Den Bosch. 

Den Bosch has been voted the most hospitable city of 2010. A visit to the  
beautiful - partly mediaeval - centre with buildings such as the St John Cathedral 
and the Jheronimus Bosch Art Center is well worthwhile. Stroll the streets of this 
magnificent historic city or have a drink at one of the many attractive sidewalk 
cafés. A great way to start your holidays!
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Italy 

Italy ExprEss & tUsCaNy ExprEss 
Italy always appeals to people’s imagination. Brilliant weather, exciting food,  
sun, sea, beaches, beautiful lakes, outstanding natural beauty and a rich culture 
- what more could anyone ask for? To travel in a relaxed atmosphere, of course, 
before waking up in the morning at the heart of one of the most beautiful 
holiday regions in Italy!

deSTiNATiON AleSSANdriA/ GeNUA 
CENtral aNd NorthErN Italy aNd thE CôtE d’azUr.
In the heart of the Piedmont, just an hour's drive from the coast of Italy to Genoa and two 
hours from the heart of Tuscany. The Côte d"Azur is reachable within reasonable drive times. 
The distance from Alessandria station is less than 250 km to Nice.
Discover Alessandria & Montferrato!

It's an area to travel through slowly and carefully, where you'll find that the welcome is 
matched by the beauty of the countryside. The gentle, rolling scenery provides the perfect 
backdrop for relaxing moments and lots of outdoors activities. There are many trails to follow 
both on and off-road.

The cooking is rooted firmly in genuine local produce and ingredients, the quality  
guaranteed by the families who produce these specialities: cheese and salamis, mushrooms 
and white truffles mark the passing of the seasons and allow a wonderful range of tastes 
and aromas to make each meal quite unique. Further information: www.Alexia.it

deSTiNATiON livOrNO 
tUsCaNy
Centrally located in Tuscany, close to all attractions, the ideal base for your 
holiday. Near the Italian Riviera, and from here you can sail to the islands of 
Corsica and Sardinia In the 15th century, Livorno grew from being a small fishing 
village in the republic of Pisa into a thriving port city. The pure white beaches 
in yhe surroundings and the various tourist attractions, such as the cathedral, 
Sanctuary of Montenero, the many museums and the 'Venezia Nuova' district, 
where the numerous canals bring to mind the city of Venice, have turned the city 
into a popular destination.
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ACCOMMODATION ON BOARD THE MOTORAIL
On board the MotoRail, you can choose your own level of travel comfort: single seats in a 5/6 or 

4-berth compartment, a private couchette compartment for 4 or 5/6 persons, or the comfort of a 

sleeper compartment for one, two or three guests. All compartments are equipped with luggage 

racks, reading lights and secure locks from the inside. During the day you have comfortable 

seating, overnight on sofa beds with sheets, blankets and a pillow or even beds with duvet and 

pillow if sleepers is chosen.

5/6-BERTH COMPARTMENT (maximum 5/6 people)
Looking to travel undisturbed, accompanied by your family? Then book a 5/6-berth  

compartment. Designed to accommodate a maximum of five or six people, the compartments 

are furnished with 3 seats, on both sides, which can easily be turned into berths with a sheet, 

blanket and pillow. Once night times falls,your steward will be happy to show you how to make 

up the beds.  Single-seat bookings,individual berths in shared 6-berth compartments can be 

made. You may also book the 6-berth compartment for sole occupancy. Shared washing and 

toilet facilities are provided at the end of each carriage.

4-BERTH COMPARTMENT (maximum 4 people)
Our four-berth compartments are the ideal option for families and groups of up to four people. 

Each compartment is equipped with air conditioning, with two comfortable seats on either side 

.For the night ,the 4 seats convert to four comfortable beds,2 uppers 2 lowers  with a mattress, 

sheet, blanket and pillow. Single-seat bookings are taken for the 4-berth compartment.  

You may also book the 4-berth compartment as a private compartment. Shared washing and 

toilet facilities are provided at the end of each  carriage.

SLEEPER COMPARTMENT (maximum 3 people)
Our sleeper compartments offer  the most comfortable way to travel by MotoRail. You will have 

your own wash basin, reading light, air conditioning, a comfortable Bed with comfy mattress 

and a duvet with pillow. The sleeper compartment is only available as a private compartment for 

a maximum of 3 people. The beds are located one above the other.
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leT MOTOrAil Speed YOU ThrOUGh eUrOpe,  
BY NiGhT! The UlTiMATe hOlidAY FeeliNG.
say goodbye to traffic-jams, endless hours spent on the back 

seat and overflowing service stations.

the best holidays start with Motorail. While you sleep, we’ll 

whisk you thousands of miles away to your holiday destina-

tion, in complete comfort and without a hint of stress. your 

own compartment, a changing landscape, a relaxing drink 

in hand, and plenty of space to stretch your legs. Complete 

entertainment,that’s just the ticket.

perSONAl ATTeNTiON
the Motorail team is there to provide you with personal service.

throughout the journey, a host(ess) will be on hand to take your orders for  

food and drinks, serve your dinner and breakfast (included), prepare your  

compartment for the night, and answer any questions you may have.

coMfoRtable 
tRavelling 
to the sun 
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the Most coMplete tRain  
to the sun in italy  

(AND THE CôTE D’AzUR)

Holidays by car has never been so comfortable!

SERVICE IN COMPARTMENT
In your compartment a warm meal (airline style) and a breakfast are served  

(included in the price). Alternatively you can order a choice of drinks and snacks 

during your trip from  the steward. On board you will get a magazine with a  

complete menu of the on board refreshments. After second sitting, the restaurant  

car will be opened as Grand Café bar car, and you can take a drink there too.

THE RESTAURANT
The MotoRail features a fully equipped  restaurant cars where our cooks prepare a 

delicious 3 course meal with a choice of meat, fish or vegetarian. Enjoy a glass of 

wine and a fantastic view, as you journey to South or homeward. For an upgrade  

fee your compartment meal can be upgraded to this dinner at the restaurant car.  

For children there is a children's menu(See price table). There are two sittings but 

places are limited, so book early!

NO SMOkINg
EETC have a no smoking policy throughout our trains. 

CYCLISTS / WALkERS
As well as your car or motorcycle, you can also bring your bicycle onto the 

MotoRail. Your bicycle will be locked in a special bicycle rack for the duration of 

the journey. In the Netherlands, passengers travelling with a car and/or bicycle 

can get on and off the train in ’s-Hertogenbosch only. If you’re travelling to your 

holiday destination without a car, motorcycle or bicycle, you can join and leave 

the train at additional stations. To France: at Maastricht. To Italy: at Venlo.

PETS
Pets are allowed in the 4 and 5/6-berth private compartments. Ask our  

reservations department for our terms related to pets’ travel.

CHILDREN / REDUCED CHILD RATE
If you book a place in a 4 or 5/6-berth compartment, a reduced rate applies to 

children aged up to 12 years old. Children aged 2 and below can travel with you 

at no charge but do not have a separate seat or sleeping berth. When making 

your reservation, be sure to tell us the age of any children. That way we’ll be able 

to serve special kids’ meals for them in your compartment or in the restaurant.

INFORMATION AND SAFETY ON BOARD
Our trains have a information system and you will receive regularly information 

throughout the journey. This will be given through our stewards as well.  

On board you will receive also a magazine with general information, train rules 

and information on safety on board.

kLIMAATBEHEERSINg
The restaurant, 4-berth compartments and the sleeper compartments are air-

conditioned. The temperature in your compartment can be adjusted depending 

on the weather outdoors. The system will begin to work shortly after the train 

departs. For best performance, compartment windows should be closed. 

The 6-berth compartments have natural ventilation only.

reSTAUrANT

ON BOArd
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All rates including dinner and breakfast , 5 days free option. 
For extra benefit see our actions on page 7
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Cycle rack on car (max. 3 bikes)   € 59

Children up to 2 years of age   FOC

Children up to 12 years of age, (CC4 & CC6 only)    discount € 30

Pets  € 40

Standard Meal and breakfast in compartment  included

3-course dinner   € 35

Dinner for children up to 12 years of age  € 18

GeNerAl   outward

diNiNG iN reSTAUrANT

•  The price of a Sidecar with motorbike is same to the price of a car.  
Camping Trailer rates are the same as Motorbike rates 

• Bookings without any vehicle is possible on request 

• Trailers-only those towed behind the car
•  EETC retains the right to change departures dates up to 1 March 2012,  

should insufficient reservations be received.

the Motorail is ideal for motorbike, convertibles, 

bike, and classic cars. the pleasure of having your 

own vehicle on holiday and the comfort of the 

journey- makes the Motorail a great option!   

It’s especially nice to take your Classic cars,  

convertibles and motorcycles to your southern 

Europe destinations, saving on mileage and tedious 

Motorway travel thru Northern Europe. Cyclists will 

love our direct services and a great improvement on 

passenger train travel with the bike-no changes!

There is a  booking fee of € 25, - per reservation
See also page 7 for special actions

< 10 m  
< 2.13 m

< 1.85 m

< 1.50 m

> 0.11 m

Max.3 bicycles 
on your rear 
mounted cycle 
carrier

No roof rack or roof box 
on top of your car

max height Alessandria 1.71 m
max height Livorno 1.69 m

April  27*  

Mei 4,11, 18, 25   

June  15,22 1,8,29

July   6 13,20,27

August  31 17,24 3,10

September 7,14,21*,28*    

Bicycle €   59  €   59  €   59  €   59 

Car € 249  € 279  € 329  € 359 

Motorbike/small trailer  € 159  € 179  € 199  € 219 

Sleep Comfort 2-3  € 399  € 429  € 477  € 507 

Sleep 4 Private coupé  € 408  € 458  € 498  € 528 

Sleep 5/6 Private coupé € 459  € 510  € 549  € 579 

Sleep 4 (CC4) p.p € 105  € 125  € 135  € 145 

Sleep 6 (CC6) p.p. €   79  €   89  €   99  € 109 

April 28*   

Mei 5*,12*,19*,26*   

June  2,9,16,23,30  

July  7*14* 21 28

August    4,11,18,25

September 29  1,8,15,22  

Bicycle €   59  €   59  €   59  €   59 

Car € 189  € 229  € 269  € 319 

Motorbike/small trailer € 129  € 149  € 169  € 189 

Sleep Comfort 2-3 € 267  € 288  € 348  € 378 

Sleep 4 Private coupé  € 288  € 320  € 380  € 408 

Sleep 5/6 Private coupé € 339  € 369  € 429  € 459 

Sleep 4 (CC4) p.p €   75  €   85  €   99  € 105 

Sleep 6 (CC6) p.p. €   59  €   65  €   75  €   85 

‘S herTOGeNBOSCh - AleSSANdriA iTAlië
one-way ticket

AleSSANdriA iTAlië - ‘S herTOGeNBOSCh
one-way ticket

June 1,8 15,22 29 

July    6 13,20,27

August 31* 24* 17 3,10

September    

Bicycle €   59 €   59 €   59 €   59

Car € 279 € 299 € 349 € 379

Motorbike/small trailer  € 189  € 209  € 229  € 249 

Sleep Comfort 2-3  € 468  € 489  € 498  € 537 

Sleep 4 Private coupé  € 488  € 496  € 540  € 580 

Sleep 5/6 Private coupé € 537  € 546  € 588  € 630 

Sleep 4 (CC4) p.p € 125  € 129  € 139  € 149 

Sleep 6 (CC6) p.p. €   95  €   99  € 109  € 119  

June 2*,9*,16*,23*,30   

July  7*,14* 21 28

August    4,11,18,25

September  1  

Bicycle €   65 €   65 €   65 €   65

Car € 219 € 249 € 289 € 339

Motorbike/small trailer € 169  € 179  € 199  € 219 

Sleep Comfort 2-3  € 309  € 318  € 369  € 387 

Sleep 4 Private coupé  € 340  € 348  € 400  € 436 

Sleep 5/6 Private coupé € 390  € 399  € 450  € 486 

Sleep 4 (CC4) p.p. €   99  € 105  € 115  € 125 

Sleep 6 (CC6) p.p. €   69  €   75  €   85  €   89 

‘S herTOGeNBOSCh - livOrNO iTAlië
one-way ticket

livOrNO Italië - ‘S herTOGeNBOSCh
one-way ticket

see also backcover for practical information

The eXACT SChedUle Will Be priNTed ON YOUr TiCKeT vOUCher 
Departure Friday.                                                                      Departure Saturday.



TRAVEL INSURANCE

  one-way outward return round trip

Vehicle replacement 

 value up to  €     9.999 €   25 €   48

 €   10.000 - €   14.999 €   36 €   70

 €   15.000 - €   19.999 €   47  €   92

 €   20.000 - €   29.999 €   69  € 136

 €   30.000 - €   39.999 €   91  € 180

 €   40.000 - €   49.999 € 113  € 224

 €   50.000 - €   59.999 € 134  € 268

 €   60.000 - €   74.999 € 167  € 334

 €   75.000 - €   99.999 € 222  € 444 

 € 100.000 - € 124.999 € 276  € 554 

 € 125.000 - € 150.999 € 331  € 664 

Insure luggage in car   one way € 6,25 retourn € 12,50 

The maximum value that a car can be insured for is € 150.000

The maximum value that a motorcycle can be insured for is € 37.500

preMiUMS FOr CAr TrANSpOrTATiON iNSUrANCe*

Conditions on the above offer
Discounts can not be added together, the highest discount is applicable. There is a limited availability, So all offers valid while stocks last.  
Subject to availability.

*Policy fee d6,-. Please use Google's currency converter to calculate 
your car purchase value in Euros. Prices given are for cars registered  
in the u.K.

At an extra charge, you can enjoy a 3-course dinner in  
our comfortable buffet carriage onboard the car train.  
You may choose from a fish, meat or vegetarian menu.  
Our special children's menu is for children aged 2 - 12.
Please let us know at the time of reservation if you wish to 
make use of these facilities, including your choice from the 
menu. Our restaurant also has a fine selection of excellent 
Italian wines.
In due course, we will announce the exact details of the  
menu on our web site.

RESTAURANT 
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 SpeCiAl OFFer NO. 1

 SpeCiAl OFFer NO. 2

offeRs anD extRa’s 
New: on some dates take your car,  
motorbike or bicycle for free!
New: Discount rates!

This offer applies to one-way tickets for a cars and motorcycles in combination with any compartment or sleeping arrangements.

DISCOUNT RATE! € 100,-  DISCOUNT ON TRANSPORT OF A CAR AND € 50,-   

DISCOUNT ON TRANSPORT OF A MOTORCYCLE ON THE FOLLOWINg DATES.

 AleSSANdriA departure AleSSANdriA return livOrNO departure livOrNO return
Mei  5, 12     
juni    9,16
augustus   24,31  
september 21, 28 

 AleSSANdriA   livOrNO
April 28 (one way)
Mei 5,12,19,26
juni  2 (one way),9,16,23  
Juli 7,14 7,14

On the dates given below, for a combined return trip, car or motorcycle or bicycle goes free on return trip!

You must make your round journey on one of the dates given below and the trip must include a Sleeper Compartment (2-3 persons)  
or a 4 or 5/6-berth carriage and a car, motorcycle or bicycle. Subject to availability. With a maximum of 1 car, 2 motorbikes or 2 bicycles  
for every booked compartment.

YOUR CAR, MOTORBIkE OR BICYCLE FOR FREE ON RETURN TRIP!



PRACTICAL INFORMATION. WHAT YOU SHOULD kNOW BEFORE YOU MAkE A RESERVATION.
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Terms and conditions for transporting your vehicle
•  When you make a reservation, tell us the make and model, as well as the registration 

number of your car/motorcycle.
• Any changes made after the reservation will incur a fee. 
•  The maximum height of a car is 1.71 for Alessandria end 1.69 for Livorno;  

the maximum width is 2.13 m. The maximum tread (distance from the outside of  
the left front wheel to the outside of the right front wheel) is 1.85 m and must be at 
least 11 cm between the lowest point of the car and the transport bottom.

• Every car/motorcycle/bicycle must be accompanied by at least one adult.
• Cars and motorcycles must be fit for driving/riding.
•  Protruding aerials, swaying aerials, loose luggage, roof racks, ski or luggage boxes, 

covers, motorcycle windscreens, etc. are not permitted. Such articles must be carried in 
the car itself, or in the compartment.

•  Cars may carry no more than three bicycles (mention the number when you make  
a reservation) on the bicycle rack of the car. An extra fee will be charged for carrying 
bicycles on the bicycle rack.

•  Bicycles carried by cars exceeding the 1.55 m height limit may not stick out above the 
height of the car. 

•  The maximum height for motorcycles is 1.50 m. Motorcycles must have adequate  
securing points.

•  The maximum height for trailers is 1.50 m. Car/trailer combinations are not allowed for 
cars exceeding the 1.55 m height limit.

• The maximum length for a car/trailer combination is 10 m.
•  The traveller will be responsible for the measurements as quoted. If, on the day of the 

transport, the provided details of your vehicle fail to match the actual details of your 
vehicle, we are unable to guarantee that your vehicle will be shipped as planned.

• The car train has no facilities for carrying tandem bicycles.
•  All luggage must be taken from bicycles and motorcycles and carried inside the  

compartment.

Details of passengers and vehicles
Required details of all passengers include their gender, initials, family name and date  
of birth.Full details of the vehicle: make, model, year of manufacture and dimensions  
(l x w x h)

Ticket prices for compartments
Tickets for single compartment seats are charged per person and those for the Sleep 
Comfort and a private compartment are charged for the entire compartment.

Booking fee and contribution to Calamity Fund
A booking fee of €25.00 and a contribution of €2.50 to the Calamity Fund for Travellers 
apply to each reservation. The contribution applies to no more than nine persons for one 
booking.

Children's fares
A discount of €30.00 on single seats applies to children aged 2-11. No more than one child 
for each adult.
Children younger than 2 travel fee of charge but have no separate chair or bed, and meals 
are not included. 
The compartments have no room for a portable child's bed. 
We recommend that your children sleep on the lower beds. Babies may sleep in a travel cot. 
These are for sale at places such as www.deryan.nl 

Preferences and essentials
Unfortunately, we are not in a position to meet any special requests  
(e.g. for a window seat).
Compartment arrangement
If you have booked single seats, you may be assigned to a mixed gender compartment.

Pets
Pets are allowed only in Sleep 4 or Sleep 5/6 private compartments. Per reservation no 
more than two pets weighing no more than 20 kg each. Onboard the train, the train 
manager will collect your security bond of €150.00. There are only very few opportunities 
for taking out your animal during the trip. For the convenience of your fellow-travellers, 
your pet is required to stay inside the compartment.

Smoking onboard
A ban on smoking applies during the entire trip.

Number of bags
There is no limit to the number of bags you bring along. However, we would appreciate if 
you consider the enjoyment and comfort of your fellow-travellers in your compartment.

Changes, substitution and cancellation
Please refer to our provisions on booking and reservation for the terms and conditions  
for changes, substitution and cancellation by the traveller.

Terms of transport
All our products and services are covered under the terms of the CIV (Convention 
Internationale pour le transport des Voyageurs). 

Tip: Remember to take out a cancellation, car transport and travel insurance 
when you book your trip!

All our trips are covered under the terms for booking and reservation of euro express Train 
Charter. You will receive these terms together with your invoice. The terms are also  
available on our web site.

We are not bound by any apparent mistakes and errors in this brochure.
All charges are with reservation of omissions and any surcharges as a result of risen  
energy prices, infraservices, legislative amendments and the like.

Your Travelagency

RAILSAVERS
office 15

Bispham Village Chambers

335 Red Bank Rd, Bispham Village

Blackpool, FY2 OHJ

T 01253 59 55 55


